III. SYMPOSIUM PRESSURE ULCERS – SHARING EXPERTISE INTERNATIONALLY
Data-based knowledge, skills and guidelines for a care of long-term ill patients
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Date: 10th November 2018
Venue: Hotel Voroněž, Brno
Time: 9.00–17.00

Scientific guarantor: Assoc. prof. Andrea Pokorná, PhD

Scientific and organizational committee:
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Invited key note speakers:
Prof. Nick Santamaria (Australia)
Irena Pukiova (United Kingdom)
Jana Nemcová, PhD (Slovakia)
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Lectures of invited speakers will be consecutively interpreted. Conference proceedings will be published in the periodical indexed in WoS and SCOPUS.

Conference fee: 600 CZK

How to register: Please, visit http://shnu.uzis.cz/konference.
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